
Books, tools and software 
to educate and protect 
employers and workers

 ■ Online assessment tools
 ■ Legal guidance 
 ■ Health and safety guidance
 ■ Industry guidance
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Online Assessment Tools

Musculoskeletal Disorders Assessment Tool 
Free and Premium
The MSD assessment tool is the latest tool in the range from the HSE. It combines the popular MSD assessment guides 
MAC, ART and RAPP and transforms them into an all-in-one digital solution. 

Employers and safety representatives can use the MSD tool to easily assess the risks posed by physical, strenuous 
activities. The assessor can then understand, interpret, categorise and communicate the level of risk. 

It has been designed to simplify the process of completing each assessment, with a logical step-by-step approach, 
saving your assessors time in populating the results manually. 

The tool also includes:

• The option to tailor and set demographics to fit your company structure
• The use of a bespoke mobile app to complete the assessments offline
• An easy to use and fully GDPR compliant system that stores all completed tasks and assessments
• Comprehensive report for the whole organisation so you can identify priority areas

Start using the free digital assessments:

• MAC Tool: sds.hsl.gov.uk/survey/mactoolfree
• ART Tool: sds.hsl.gov.uk/survey/arttoolfree
• RAPP Tool: sds.hsl.gov.uk/survey/rapptoolfree

Or register for a live webinar demonstrating 
the MSD tool.

books.hse.gov.uk 
hseorders@tso.co.uk 
+44 (0)333 202 5070

https://books.hse.gov.uk/
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Stress Indicator Tool
Free and Premium

The Stress Indicator Tool has been developed to accurately measure 
and determine the attitudes and perceptions of employees towards 
work-related stress.

It is an online 35-question survey designed to gather data 
anonymously from employees, which can be used in the risk 
assessment element of HSE’s Management Standards approach. 
Obtaining and understanding this data helps identify areas to 
improve in order to prevent and manage work-related stress.

The report is automated, so you don’t have to spend time collating 
data or inputting the results manually. This helps avoid data-
entry errors, making the information collected more accurate and 
reliable. The report then summarises the views and experiences of 
employees and provides recommendations for future improvements. 

The tool is available either for free or as an enhanced premium version. The table below provides an outline of the 
differences between the two options:

Visit: books.hse.gov.uk/Stress-Indicator-Tool

Stress Indicator Tool Free Premium
GDPR Compliant Yes Yes

Fully Secure ISO27001 (data stored in the UK) Yes Yes

Survey
  Fully Accessible version
  Suggested control measures based on scores
  Survey mobile compatible via browser
  Survey via mobile app (offline mode)
  Organisational set demographics
  Personalisation including company logo
  Total number of respondents

Yes
Yes
Yes
-
Yes
Yes
50

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Licence size

Administration portal
  Set up multiple assessments 
  Set up organisational demographics
  Shared and linked accounts
  Ability to download raw data

-
Yes
-
-

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Auto report
  Auto report with priority/focus areas
  Ability to filter auto reports by demographics
  Ability to download and share auto reports 

Yes
-
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
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Home and Hybrid Working Tool
A diagnostic tool designed to be used as part of the approach to assessing stress, anxiety, and depression among 
workers who work partly or fully from home. 

Developed in conjunction with the University of Hull, an additional question-set is used alongside the Stress Indicator 
Tool (SIT) to take into account changes in working practices, including technological advancements that have affected 
the way we work.

It was developed based on qualitative research with nearly 300 hybrid workers from four public sector organisations, 
and further tested with data from over 3,000 public sector workers in various roles and work environments. 

The tool has been found to have good reliability and validity, and benchmarks have been established from the public 
sector sample. Future updates will include benchmarks from the private sector. 

Outcomes
• Identify what factors are affecting these types

of workers:
• Demands - workload, work patterns and the

work environment.
• Control - how much say the person has in the

way they do their work.
• Peer Support - encouragement, sponsorship

and resources provided by colleagues.
• Management Support - encouragement,

sponsorship and resources provided by the
organisation and line management.

• Relationships - positive working to avoid conflict
and dealing with unacceptable behaviour.

• Change - how organisational change (large or small) is managed and communicated in the organisation.
• Work/Home Interface - explore risks associated with balancing work and home when working remotely.
• Monitoring - explore concerns about being closely monitored.

• Analyse results based on the proportion of working time from home.

Note: there have been no changes to the original Stress Indicator Tool (SIT). The purpose of the additional question set 
is to explore stress risks that are of most relevance in the context of modern working practices, and to understand how 
these might be related to mental health outcomes.

Visit: books.hse.gov.uk/Stress-Indicator-Tool
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Safety Climate Tool: 
Achieve Safety Culture Excellence 
HSE’s Safety Climate Tool has been carefully designed by scientists to assess the attitudes of individuals within an 
organisation towards health and safety issues.

The Safety Climate Tool measures an element of safety culture – the ‘way things are done’ in your organisation  
when it comes to health and safety. This is a significant starting point for any organisation to continually improve and 
raise standards.

Using a simple, online questionnaire, the Safety Climate Tool explores your employees’ attitudes and perceptions in 
key areas of health and safety, while guaranteeing anonymity. Once the survey has been completed, it generates a 
comprehensive report and provides guidance that will help improve the organisation’s safety culture.

Benefits of implementing the Safety Climate Tool into your organisation:

• The results can be used to support ISO45001 accreditation
• Available in over 50 language templates (Arabic, French, German, Japanese, Spanish etc.)
• Can be customised to include the organisations logo, write a personalised introduction, choose the most

appropriate demographic responses, and tailor the terminology used in the core statements
• Ability to benchmark data against industry standards
• Automatically analyses the responses and

generates a valuable summary report of
the results

• Can be used offline via a dedicated mobile app 
• Examines employee and management

results for comparison
• Creates bespoke reports of your chosen

demographics to highlight key priorities
moving forward

• Provides suggestions for next steps and
recommendations on how to address them

• Can be used at any time from your own
secure web account, making the process
simple, quick and convenient

Register for a live webinar demonstrating the Safety 
Climate Tool:

books.hse.gov.uk 
seorders@tso.co.uk 
+44 (0)333 202 5070

https://books.hse.gov.uk/
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• understand the health risks associated with exposure to stone dust, especially that containing RCS.
• identify the processes and control measures they need to adopt within their workplace to ensure adequate

control of stone dust, protect workers' health and comply with the Control of Substances Hazardous to Health
Regulations 2002 (COSHH).

9780717667369 | £18.00

Recently Published Titles

A2 Health and safety at work: Vital statistics poster 2022
This best-selling poster visualises the key statistics in an infographic style, allowing health and safety professionals 
to easily educate their workforce about the consequences of poor health and safety.

9780717667475  |  £8.33 (£10.00 inc. VAT)

Fire safety in construction Third Edition HSG168 
Explains how to comply with the legal duties relating to fire risks. It is aimed at all those who procure, design, 
develop and manage construction sites, including clients and designers. It is relevant to all construction projects.

9780717667246 | £20.00

Health and safety in roof work fifth edition HSG33
This fifth edition contains guidance on how to plan and work safely on roofs. It covers new buildings, repair, 
maintenance, cleaning work and demolition. It also includes some guidance for people not directly carrying out 
work on a roof, such as clients, designers and specifiers.

9780717667222  |  £18.00

The Personal Protective Equipment at Work 
(Amendment) Regulations 2022 L25
As a result of the Personal Protective Equipment at Work (Amendment) Regulations 2022, which created a new 
definition of worker to which the Regulations now apply.

9780717665976 | £18.00

Controlling exposure to stonemasonry dust: 
Guidance for employers (HSG201)
Aims to help both employers and workers:

Near-miss Book: Recording and reporting near misses at work 
The Near-miss Book has been produced to help employers and employees record details of workplace near 
misses. A pattern of near misses provides an early warning that something needs attention.

9780717667420 | £6.67 (£8.00 inc. VAT
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The Protective Mask Poster Pack
Including Filtering Face Pieces Poster and (INDG460 Poster) Is Your 
Mask Protecting You?

9780717666904  |  £16.67 (£20.00 inc. VAT)

Health and Safety Essentials for Business: A starter pack
Great for SMEs, this pack brings together three key publications 
from HSE, essential to any business. HSG268 covers the most 
common workplace hazards. It shows how most small to medium-
sized businesses can put measures in place to control the risks. 
HSG65 builds on the practical advice in the toolbox and is one of 
HSE’s most popular guides. The Law poster needs no introduction 
– all employers have a legal duty under the Health and Safety
Information for Employees Regulations (HSIER) to display the poster
or leaflet in a prominent location.

9780717666799  |  £43.00

Health and Safety Manager Legal Titles Pack
HSE’s Legal (or ‘L’) series of publications all contain the regulations 
in full, plus guidance in one, clear document. Some also contain the 
Approved Code of Practice (ACOP), which has a special legal status. 
These seven stand out as being useful across industries. Here is our 
Health and Safety Manager pack, providing you with seven essential 
L titles and saving you 20% on the collected price of the individual 
publications.

Pack consists of: L22, L23, L24, L25. L26 and L146.

9780717667130  |  £98.00

Money Saving Packs

Construction Site Worker Safety Poster Pack
This new pack delivers great value on these popular posters. 
Posters are an excellent way to communicate to workers easily, 
effectively and pictorially.

Pack consists of: 

1. Electric Shock Poster
2. Basic First Aid Poster
3. Filtering Face pieces Poster
4.  Construction Work-related Ill

Health Poster

5.  (INDG460) Is Your Mask
Protecting You Poster

6.  An Accident at Work can
Shatter Lives pack of 10
mirror stickers

9780717667024  |  £38.33 (£46.00 inc. VAT)

Accident Book and A3 Law Poster Pack
A fantastic offer for all businesses, especially SMEs. This pack 
brings together two essential publications to ensure safety in the 
workplace. Pack consists of Accident Book 9780717666935 and 
A3 Law poster 9780717663699

9780717667147  |  £12.16 (£14.56 inc. VAT)

Health and Safety Recording and Reporting Pack
Includes: Accident Book BI 510: 2018 Edition

The Accident Book is an essential document for employers and 
employees, who are required by law to record and report details of 
specified work-related injuries and incidents.

Near-miss Book: Recording and reporting near misses at work

This record book will allow you to see if there are any patterns in 
when or how things go wrong which can provide an early warning 
that something needs attention. It makes good business sense to be 
proactive and take action early when problems are likely to be less 
serious.

9780717667437  |   £12.17 (£14.60 inc. VAT)

20% off
individual

prices
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Healthy Deal Playing 
Cards
Healthy Deal is a set of playing cards that can be used to raise 
awareness about the ‘health’ in ‘health and safety’.
Each card contains useful information and questions about health risk 
management and prompts discussion about how your organisation 
approaches it.

Healthy Deal is designed to be used by health and safety, occupational 
health and HR professionals with their leaders, managers and 
supervisors to raise the profile of health risk management to give it 
equal priority alongside safety.

Evidence shows that taking an approach to worker protection that 
integrates employee health and wellbeing alongside safety offers the 
greatest benefits both to the individual and to the organisation.

9780717666928

Healthy Deal  |  1 Pack  |  £16.67 (£20.00 inc VAT)

Healthy Deal  |  3 Packs  |  £40.00 (£48.00 inc VAT)

Healthy Deal  |  10 Packs  |  £108.33 (£130.00 inc VAT)

Bigger A5 version available

9780717667017

Healthy Deal  |  1 Pack  |  £23.33 (£28.00 inc VAT)

Both 
available 

in packs of 
50,100 
and 250

Safe Deal Playing 
Cards 
Interactive playing cards help you increase the opportunities to 
talk both formally and informally about the human factors that 
affect your organisation. The cards can make it much easier 
to break the ice, broach big subjects and start meaningful 
discussions.
They can be used by anyone – health and safety professionals, 
managers, supervisors and safety reps – to begin talking about safety. 
The more you talk about safety, making it an on-going open dialogue, 
the more likely it is you will engage your workforce in safety becoming 
‘part of the job’.

9780717666782

Safe Deal  |  1 Pack  |  £16.67 (£20.00 inc VAT)

Safe Deal  |  3 Packs  |  £40.00 (£48.00 inc VAT)

Safe Deal   |  10 Packs  |  £108.33 (£130.00 inc VAT)

Bigger A5 version available

9780717667000 

Safe Deal  |  1 Pack  |  £23.33 (£28.00 inc VAT)
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Occupational Lung Disease
Asbestos can be found in any building built before the year 2000 
(houses, factories, offices, schools, hospitals etc.) and causes around 
5,000 deaths every year.
Asbestos essentials: A task manual for building 
2012 maintenance and allied trades on non-
licensed asbestos work 
Designed to be durable, practical and small 
enough to fit in your toolbox, Asbestos essentials 
uses a series of task sheets, with over 100 full 
colour photos and illustrations. 

HSG210  |  9780717666652  |  £25.00

Managing and working with asbestos: Control 
of Asbestos Regulations 2012 approved code 
of practice and guidance 
Contains the Control of Asbestos Regulations 
2012, the Approved Code of Practice (ACOP) and 
guidance text for employers.

L143  |  9780717666188  |  20.00

Asbestos: The analyst’s guide for sampling, 
analysis and clearance procedures 
This updated publication is primarily for analysts 
involved in asbestos work and the authoritative 
source of asbestos analytical procedures within 
Great Britain.

The guidance has been updated to take account of, 
findings from HSE interventions, and developments 
in analytical procedures and methodology.

HSG248  |  9780717667079  |  £30.00

Asbestos: The licensed contractor’s guide 
For businesses holding a licence to work with 
(either repair or removal of) asbestos-containing 
materials, those supervising such operations and 
those with an ancillary licence or providing training 
on asbestos.

HSG247  |  9780717628742  |  £25.00 

Work-related Stress

Health and Safety at Work Stress, Anxiety and Depression 
Statistics A2 Poster 
Find out how to manage work-related stress and recognise signs of 
stress so you can protect your employees.

9780717667239  |  £8.33 (£10.00 inc. VAT)

Tackling Work-Related Stress Using the Management 
Standards Approach
A step-by-step workbook (WBK1)
This workbook will help your organisation meet its legal duty to 
assess the risks to its employees from work-related stress.

9780717667154  |  £18.00

These sets of posters will increase work-related stress  
awareness in your workforce and help to prevent stress in 
the workplace. 

Workplace Stress Posters Illustration Version
9780717667178  |  Pack of 6  |  £20.84 (£25 inc VAT)

Workplace Stress Posters Photographic Version
9780717667185  |  Pack of 6  |  £20.84 (£25 inc VAT)

Workplace Stress Posters Infographic Version
9780717667192  |  Pack of 2  |  £15.63 (£18.75 inc VAT)

BEST 

SELLER

BEST 

SELLER
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Musculoskeletal Disorders
Display Screen Equipment (DSE) 
Workstation Checklist

This checklist can be used by employers who 
need to comply with the Health and Safety 
(Display Screen Equipment) Regulations 1992. It 
can be used as an aid to risk assessment and to 
help comply with the Schedule to the Regulations.

CK1  |  9780717665211  |  Pack of 5  |  £12.50 (£15.00 inc. VAT)

Hand-Arm Vibration: The Control Of Vibration 
At Work Regulations 2005 
Hand-arm vibration or HAV is a widespread hazard 
for employees in many industries and occupations. 
This second edition of L140 outlines what an 
employer's duties are under the Control of Vibration 
at Work Regulations 2005 as they relate specifically 
to HAV. The layout of the revision has been modified 
to emphasise control of exposure. There are minor 
changes to the legislation, but no changes to HSE's 
policy on the control of hand-arm vibration.

L140  |  9780717665655  |  £20.00

Manual Handling Operations Regulations 
1992 Guidance on Regulations 
This guidance is mainly for employers, managers 
and safety representatives, but may also be useful 
for employees.
The guidance explains how to avoid, assess and 
reduce the risk of injury from manual handling.

L23  |  9780717666539  |  £18.00

Work With Display Screen Equipment (DSE)
Revised edition with comprehensive regulatory 
guidance on how to comply. Acknowledging 
prevalence of such screens in wider 
environments, it addresses both office and 
non-office usage with pertinent information on 
each main aspect of the regulations with relevant 
extracts (full citation also included).

L26  |  9780717625826  |  £18.00

Assessment of Repetitive Tasks of the Upper 
Limbs (ART Tool)
The assessment of repetitive tasks (ART) tool is 
designed to help you risk assess tasks that require 
repetitive moving of the upper limbs (arms and 
hands). It helps you to assess some of the common 
risk factors in repetitive work that contribute to the 
development of upper limb disorders (ULDs).

INDG438  |  9780717663934  |  £5.00

Manual Handling Assessment Charts 
(MAC Tool)
The Manual Handling Assessment Charts (MAC) 
is a tool to help users identify high-risk workplace 
manual handling activities. Employers and safety 
representatives can use the tool to assess the 
risks posed by lifting, carrying and team manual
handling activities.

INDG383  |  9780717667109  |  £7.50

Risk Assessment of Pushing and Pulling 
(RAPP) Tool 

This tool will help you identify high-risk 
pushing and pulling operations and check the 
effectiveness of any risk-reduction measures. For 
each type of assessment there is a flow chart, an 
assessment guide and a score sheet. The flow 
charts provide an overview of the risk factors 
and assessment process, while the assessment 
guides provide information to help you determine 
the level of risk for each factor.

INDG478  |  9780717666577  |  Pack of 5  |  £5.00 

Upper Limb Disorders in the Workplace 
Upper limb disorders are a particular group of 
musculoskeletal ailments affecting the arm and 
neck. This revised and extensive guidance is 
addressed to managers with responsibility for 
workers at risk of developing such complaints and 
explains the – often hidden – hazards and risks 
and how to control them. 

HSG60  |  9780717619788  |  £20.00

The Accident Book
This is an essential document for employers and employees, who are  
required by law to record and report details of specified work-related injuries and incidents.

It enables businesses to comply with legal requirements under social security and health 
and safety legislation, including Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences 
Regulations (RIDDOR) requirements. It is designed to support users in being GDPR compliant.

BI510 2018 |  9780717666935  |  £6.67 (£8.00 inc. VAT)

Available in a pack of 10 copies: 

9780717667048  |  £62.50 (£75.00 inc. VAT)

NEW MSD Assessment Tool 
See page 2 for more information
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Basic Advice on First Aid at Work A2 Poster 

This poster shows basic first aid procedures, 
designed to help employees deal with 
first aid incidents at work. It incorporates 
recommendations from the European 
Resuscitation Council on resuscitation and  
first aid. 

9780717666706  |  £10.42 (£12.50 inc. VAT)

Electric Shock: First aid procedures A2 poster 
This poster gives basic advice on first-aid 
procedures if someone has an electric shock 
at work. It is aimed at employees working 
within a number of industries specifically 
electricity supply, generation, transmission 
and utilisation, electrical testing and  
electrical applications. 

9780717666690  |  £10.42 (£12.50 inc. VAT)

A2 COSHH Cleaning Chemicals Poster 

A variety of harmful substances are found in 
our working environments and knowing how 
to handle these safely is key to safety and 
protection from injury. This poster presents 
in a clear visual way, how to safely handle 
chemicals for storage, use at work and 
protection from vulnerable people. 

9780717667161 | £10.42 (£12.50 inc VAT)

A3 Law Poster and Frame Pack
The A3 Healthy and Safety Law Poster and 
Snap frame pack is perfect for securely 
displaying and mounting the Health and Safety 
Law poster. 

9780717667253  |  £16.00 (£19.20 inc. VAT)

Health and Safety Law – What you need to 
know posters 

Standard A2 poster 
2009  |  9780717663149 
£12.50 (£15.00 inc. VAT) 

A3 poster 
2009  |  9780717663699 
£8.50 (£10.20 inc. VAT) 

Welsh version A2 poster 
2009  |  9780717663477 
£12.50 (£15.00 inc. VAT)

Offshore version A2 poster 
2009  |  9780717663736 
£6.38 (£7.66 inc. VAT) 

Northern Ireland version 
A2 poster
2009  |  9780717663545 
£12.50 (£15.00 inc. VAT)

Pack of 25 pocket cards for workers in premises in  
Great Britain
2009  |  9780717663507  |  £5.00 per pack 

Pack of 25 pocket cards for workers in offshore installations
2009  |  9780717663675  |  £5.00 per pack 

Pack of 25 pocket cards for workers in premises in 
Northern Ireland
2009  |  9780717663569  |  £5.00 per pack

Health and Safety Law – What you need to know 
pocket cards 

A2 Health and safety  
at work: Vital statistics 
poster 2022

The Health and Safety Executive 
(HSE) routinely publishes annual 
statistics on health and safety in 
Great Britain.

This new poster visualises the 
key statistics in an infographic 
style, allowing health and safety 
professionals to easily educate 
their workforce about the 
consequences of poor health and safety.

9780717667475  |  £8.33 (£10.00 inc. VAT)
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Control of Substances Hazardous to Health: 
The control of substances hazardous to  
health regulations 2002 (as amended) 
Approved Code of Practice and guidance 
L5  |  9780717665822  |  £18.00

Now available as Ebooks
Epub  |  9780717666850 
Mobi  |  9780717666973 

Legionnaires’ Disease: The Control of 
Legionella Bacteria in Water Systems: 
Approved Code of Practice and guidance 
on regulations 
L8  |  9780717666157  |  £15.00 

The Personal Protective Equipment at Work 
(Amendment) Regulations 2022 L25
L25  |  9780717667468  |  £15.00 

A Guide to the Offshore Installations 
(Safety Case) Regulations 
L30  |  9780717661848  |  £18.00

Control of Substances Hazardous to Health in the Production 
of Pottery: Approved Code of Practice
L60  |  9780717608492  |  £15.00 

Safety Signs and Signals: The health and safety (safety signs 
and signals) regulations 1996 guidance on regulations 
L64  |  9780717665983  |  £18.00 

A Guide to the Offshore Installations and Pipeline Works 
(Management and Administration) Regulations 
L70  |  9780717625727  |  £18.00 

A Guide to Borehole Sites and Operations Regulations 1995 
L72  |  9780717662876  |  £18.00 

First Aid at Work: The Health and Safety 
(First Aid) Regulations 1981 Guidance  
on Regulations 
L74  |  9780717665600  |  £15.00 

A Guide to the Gas Safety (Management) Regulations
L80  |  9780717611591  |  £18.00 

Legal Guidance (L)
All the titles in this series contain the actual regulations themselves. They will be either Approved Codes of Practice (ACOPs) or Guidance on 
Regulations titles. They are mainly aimed at a technical, specialist or legal audience but safety managers in larger organisations could also find 
them useful. 

Best Sellers

Safe Use of Work Equipment: Provision and 
use of work equipment regulations 1998 
Approved Code of Practice and guidance  
L22  |  9780717666195  |  £18.00 

Safety in the Installation and Use of Gas  
Systems and Appliances: Gas safety 
(installations and use) regulations 1998 
Approved Code of Practice and guidance 
L56  |  9780717666744  |  £18.00  

Safe Use Of Lifting Equipment: Lifting 
operations and lifting equipment 
regulations 1998 Approved Code of  
Practice and guidance  
L113  |  9780717665860  |  £18.00 

Rider-Operated Lift Trucks: Operator 
training and safe use 2013 Approved Code 
of Practice and guidance  
L117  |  9780717664412  |  £18.00

Health and Safety at Quarries 2013: 
Quarries regulations 1999 Approved Code 
of Practice and guidance  
L118  |  9780717663354  |  £20.00 

Work With Ionising Radiation: Ionising 
radiation regulations 2017 Approved  
Code of Practice
L121  |  9780717666621  |  £27.00

Managing Health and Safety in  
Construction: Construction 2015  
(Design and Management) Regulations 
2015 Guidance on Regulations
L153  |  9780717666263  |  £18.00
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A Guide To The Well Aspects Of The Offshore Installations And 
Wells (Design And Construction, Etc) Regulations 1996 
L84  |  9780717662968  |  £15.00 

Safe Work In Confined Spaces: Confined 
Spaces Regulations 1997 Approved Code  
Of Practice And Guidance
L101  |  9780717666225  |  £18.00 

Commercial Diving Projects Offshore: Diving At Work 
Regulations 1997 Approved Code Of Practice And Guidance 
L103  |  9780717665921  |  £18.00 

Commercial Diving Projects Inland/Inshore: 
Diving At Work Regulations 1997 Approved 
Code Of Practice And Guidance
L104  |  9780717665938  |  £18.00 

Media Diving Projects: Diving At Work Regulations 1997 
Approved Code Of Practice And Guidance 
L106  |  9780717665952  |  £15.00

Scientific And Archaeological Diving Projects: Diving At Work 
Regulations 1997 Approved Code Of Practice And Guidance 
L107  |  9780717665969  |  £15.00 

Controlling Noise At Work: The Control Of  
Noise At Work Regulations 2005 Guidance  
On Regulations 
L108  |  9780717661640  |  £25.00 

A Guide To The Offshore Installations (Safety Representatives 
And Safety Committees) Regulations 1989 Guidance  
On Regulations 
L110  |  9780717664931  |  £18.00 

The Control Of Major Accident Hazards 
Regulations: Guidance On Regulations  
L111  |  9780717666058  |  £25.00

Provision And Use Of Work Equipment Regulations 1998  
(As Applied To Power Presses) Approved Code Of Practice  
And Guidance 
L112  |  9780717666201  |  £15.00

Safety Of Pressure Systems: Pressure Systems Safety 
Regulations 2000 Approved Code Of Practice And Guidance 
L122  |  9780717666447  |  £18.00

Now available as Ebooks
Epub  |  9780717666867
Mobi  |  9780717666980 

Health Care And First Aid On Offshore Installations And 
Pipeline Works: Offshore Installations And Pipeline Works 
(First-Aid) Regulations 1989 Approved Code Of Practice And 
Guidance
L123  |  9780717666294  |  £15.00

A Guide To The Radiation (Emergency 
Preparedness And 2002 Public Information) 
Regulations 2001: Guidance On Regulations
L126  |  9780717622405  |  £25.00

Control Of Lead At Work: Control Of Lead  
At Work Regulations 2002 Approved  
Code Of Practice And Guidance 
L132  |  9780717625659  |  £20.00

Unloading Petrol From Road Tankers: Dangerous Substances 
And Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 2002 Approved Code 
Of Practice And Guidance 
L133  |  9780717666348  |  £15.00

Dangerous Substances And Explosive 
Atmospheres: Dangerous Substances And 
Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 2002 
Approved Code Of Practice And Guidance
L138  |  9780717666164  |  £20.00

Hand-Arm Vibration: The Control Of Vibration At Work 
Regulations 2005 Guidance On Regulations
L140  |  9780717661251  |  £25.00

Whole-Body Vibration: The Control Of Vibration At Work 
Regulations 2005 Guidance On Regulations
L141  |  9780717661268  |  £18.00

Consulting Workers On Health And Safety: 
Approved Codes Of Practice And Guidance 
This book gives you the law and guidance on  
how to consult and involve your employees and 
their representatives on health and safety  
matters at work.

L146  |  9780717664610  |  £18.00

Safety In Docks: Approved Code Of Practice And Guidance
L148  |  9780717665723  |  £18.00

Explosives Regulations 2014: Guidance On Regulations -  
Safety Provisions
L150  |  9780717665518  |  £20.00

Explosives Regulations 2014: Security Provisions 2014 
Guidance On Regulations - Security Provisions
L151  |  9780717666386  |  £18.00

The Offshore Installations (Offshore Safety 
Directive) (Safety Case Etc) Regulations 
2015: Guidance On Regulations
L154  |  9780717663255  |  £27.00

Dangerous Goods In Harbour Areas Regulations 2016: 
Approved Code Of Practice And Guidance
L155  |  9780717666553  |  £18.00
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Health and Safety Guidance (HSGs) 
The HSG series is made up of guidance books which provide advice for 
employers to help them comply with health and safety law. Sometimes 
the content will be aimed at a specific industry sector or specialist 
target audience. 

Part Of The Health And Safety Regulation (Hsr) Series. 
Memorandum Of Guidance On The Electricity At Work Regulations 
HSR25  |  9780717666362  |  £18.00 

Health And Safety In Roof Work - Fifth Edition  
HSG33  |  9780717667222  |  £18.00 

Lighting At Work  
HSG38  |  9780717612321  |  £18.00 

Safe Handling Of Chlorine From Drums And Cylinders  
HSG40  |  9780717616466  |  £18.00 

Avoiding Danger From Underground Services  
HSG47  |  9780717665846  |  £15.00 

Reducing Error And Influencing Behaviour  
HSG48  |  9780717624522  |  £18.00

Now Available As Ebooks
Epub  |  9780717666843
Mobi  |  9780717666966 

Warehousing And Storage: A Guide To Health And Safety  
HSG76  |  9780717662258  |  £20.00 

Electricity At Work: Safe Working Practices  
HSG85  |  9780717665815  |  £15.00 

A Step By Step Guide To Coshh Assessment  
HSG97  |  9780717627851  |  £18.00 

Maintaining Portable Electrical Equipment  
HSG107  |  9780717666065  |  £15.00 

The Safe Use Of Vehicles On Construction Sites 
HSG144  |  9780717662913  |  £15.00 

Protecting The Public: Your Next Move 
HSG151  |  9780717662944  |  £15.00 

Managing Contractors: A Guide For Employers  
HSG159  |  9780717664368  |  £18.00 

Fire safety in construction (Third Edition)  
HSG168  |  9780717667246  |  £20.00 

Vibration Solutions: Practical Ways To Reduce The Risk Of 
Hand-Arm Vibration Injury 
HSG170  |  9780717609543  |  £18.00 

Storage Of Flammable Liquids In Tanks  
HSG176  |  9780717666072  |  £18.00 

Controlling Exposure to Stone Dust  
HSG201  |  9780717667369  |  £18.00 

Health And Safety In Care Homes  
HSG220  |  9780717663682  |  £18.00

Technical Guidance On The Safe Use Of Lifting Equipment 
Offshore  
HSG221  |  9780717662296  |  £18.00 

Keeping Electrical Switchgear Safe
HSG230  |  9780717665570  |  £18.00 

Guidance On Permit-To-Work Systems: A Guide For The 
Petroleum, Chemical And Allied Industries 
HSG250  |  9780717629435  |  £15.00 

A Recipe For Safety: Occupational Health And Safety In Food 
And Drink Manufacture  
HSG252  |  9780717666461  |  £18.00

The Safe Isolation Of Plant And Equipment
HSG253  |  9780717661718  |  £18.00

Developing Process Safety Indicators:  A Step-By-Step Guide 
For Chemical And  Major Hazard Industries 
HSG254  |  9780717661800  |  £18.00 

Managing Shift Work: Health And Safety Guidance 
HSG256  |  9780717661978  |  £15.00 

Health And Safety In Motor Vehicle Repair And Associated 
Industries 
HSG261  |  9780717663088  |  £18.00 

Managing Skin Exposure Risks At Work 
HSG262  |  9780717666492  |  £15.00 

Involving Your Workforce In Health And Safety: Good Practice 
For All Workplaces 
HSG263  |  9780717662272  |  £18.00 

Farmwise: Your Essential Guide To Health And Safety In 
Agriculture  
HSG270  |  9780717666645  |  £18.00

Welsh: F Ffermio Diogel: Eich Canllaw Hanfodol I Iechyd A 
Diogelwch Mewn Amaethyddiaeth 
HSG270W  |  9780717665808  |  £18.00

Legionnaires’ Disease: Technical Guidance  
HSG274  |  9780717666355  |  £20.00 

Control Of Legionella And Other Infectious Agents In  
Spa-Pool Systems 
HSG282  |  9780717666812  |  £18.00

Managing Infection Risks When Handling The Deceased 
HSG283  |  9780717666768  |  £18.00
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Official HSE Health and Safety App 2.0

It has been designed to help people better understand the law, their health and safety rights, and their responsibilities.

We are dedicated to protecting people and places, and helping everyone lead safer and healthier lives. Ensuring that 
guidance is available and accessible in a variety of formats is central to achieving this objective.The app has recently 
been updated and to include videos and dedicated sections:

• The Health and Safety Toolbox (HSG268): This section explains what the law requires and the responsibilities an 
employer has. It provides an overview of all potential risks, so an employer can identify which areas are applicable 
to their organisations. Users can easily navigate through the content and find the guidance using the built-in search 
function.

• A Guide to Managing Risk: This section provides a simple step-by-step guide and practical advice on how to 
manage risk within an organisation. 

• Work-Related Stress: This section includes a condensed version of HSE's stress management standards 
approach. Designed for smaller organisations, it comprises a step-by-step guide to manage work-related stress.

• Risk Management Videos: This section includes exclusive practical videos delivered by an HSE inspector that 
guide you through the risk management process.

• Practical Tools: This section is for users to access the various HSE digital tools, such as the musculoskeletal (MAC, 
ART, and RAPP) and stress risk assessments.

• Publication List: This section includes a list of all L, ACOP, HSG and regulation titles.

Specifically designed for small businesses or for those who are new to 
health and safety and require a reference guide. 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=uk.gov.hse.smemobileapp
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/official-hse-health-safety/id1511898788
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This 2023 guidance catalogue replaces all earlier editions. 
For details of INDG titles available in print format – please visit: https://books.hse.gov.uk

Order enquiries:
Email:  hseorders@tso.co.uk
Tel:  +44 (0)333 202 5070

Text-phone:
+44 (0)333 202 5077

Pay by post:
Customer Services, PO Box 29, Norwich NR3 1GN.

Call Customer Services to discuss all payment options: Tel: +44 (0)333 202 5070

If you require an invoice before you can raise payment, then contact our Customer Services to arrange:  
Tel: +44 (0)333 202 5070

Prices, publication dates, titles and jackets are correct at time of going to press but may be subject to change without notice. 
TSO is the largest publisher in the UK by volume. We have a 200 year inheritance of secure, no-fail delivery as publisher to UK 
Government and Parliament and more recently, as publisher for many commercial organisations. The Stationery Office Ltd. 
is part of Williams Lea, the global leader in corporate information solutions. The Stationery Office Ltd. Company Registered 
Number 3049649. 

Registered office: 1-5 Poland Street, Soho, London W1F 8PR. VAT registration number is GB662774703 and our email address 
is customer.services@tso.co.uk. The marketing of products published by TSO is funded by TSO.
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At the Health and Safety Executive, we believe everyone has the right to come home safe and 
well from their job.

That’s why our mission is to prevent work-related death, injury and ill health.

We are proud of the support we provide to businesses; we publish free guidance and help them 
comply with their legal duties. In addition, we give free access to the cutting-edge research we 
conduct.

We also offer organisations the opportunity to invest in a range of products and services such 
as training, publications and products, consultancy and bespoke research to help them achieve 
health and safety excellence.

Regulatory 
excellence

Regulatory 
excellence

Scientific
expertise

Real world
experience

Solutions you can 
trust from HSE+ + =

Freely available  
to help people  

comply with health 
and safety law

Books, tools and 
software to educate 

and protect employers 
and workers.

Built on our unrivalled 
expertise as Great 

Britain's health and 
safety regulator.

Large-scale testing  
of products, materials 

and processes.  
Laboratory-based 

sample analysis and 
exposure monitoring. 

Proficiency testing 
of third-party 
laboratories.

Using our scientific 
expertise and 

regulatory insight 
to address health 
and safety risks, 

for organisations or 
as part of a shared 

research programme.
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